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Summer is a busy time for the Natural Resource crew. We continue to battle our early weeds and switch
over to summer weeds usually sometime in July. The first seeds are ready to pick, sedges and
spiderwort, and we are still planting plugs that we grew in the greenhouse. We work on many preserve
improvements and infrastructure repairs.
Our spring weed season carried over into the summer a little longer than usual because of the wet
spring we had. We were able to get to a majority of our target sites but we had to push some of our
Reed Canary areas to the fall season. We transitioned over to our summer weeds in July. These weeds
are mostly bi‐annuals and we spray these less and use mowers, spades, and brush cutters to interrupt
the life cycle of these plant. If we can keep them from producing seed for enough years in a row we can
prevent the patches of these weeds that exist from expanding and eventually over enough years
eliminate them completely.

Mowing weeds along trail edges at Prairie Oaks

We had a great year in our greenhouse. We produced around 5000 plant plugs! Most of these plugs
have been planted out in the preserves by volunteers and staff. We have saved 300 plugs for a pollinator
planting project at Merritt Prairie and others for fall planting once the temperature has moderated. Next
year we plan to grow mostly wetland plugs for planting in the South Afton Wetland Bank and the
Chambers acquisition.

Plants growing in the greenhouse at Afton

Seed collecting is a major part of our steward group activities in the summer and fall. The seed that we
collect is mixed into our plantings and saves the district quite a bit of money when we purchase seed for
our plantings for the next year. So far this year our weekly steward group has collected a good amount
of Spiderwort (a dry prairie plant), and have been collecting sedges and rushes for our wetland mixes for
our 2020 plantings. I think the stewards enjoy picking seed because they see the work that they do
when the planting mature and the can say I remember when we picked that. It also gives them a chance
to learn plants, get a little deeper into the sites than just the trails, and socialize while volunteering.

Volunteer Land Stewards Collecting Seeds at South Branch Prairie

This summer we have been working on several maintenance tasks that relate to our natural areas. At
Afton we have armored the north levee in the ideal wetland. The face of the levee was eroding from
wave action and beaver damage. We placed irregular shaped stone along the north edge. The irregular
rock will absorb the wave action and diffuse it instead of bouncing it off to erode elsewhere.

Rock armoring on shore of Ideal Mitigation

We also repaired a damaged culvert in an old three tier wetland just south of the shop area at Afton.
This wetland complex was one of the first created at Afton. Al Roloff installed it and though it has
changed over time due to flooding events it still functions as three separate wetland that filter inputs
from the farm field to the west. The topmost culvert that took water under the trail to the 2nd wetland
had been damaged and was not functioning properly. A new culvert was installed and seems to be
working.
The third repair we did at Afton was to repair beaver and muskrat damage on the levee that creates the
2nd tier in the wetland bank. Several years ago, before the drawdown to repair the Ideal and McGirr Rd.
water control structures, beaver channelized and redirected the water as it came out of the water
control structure. The banks of the channel had eroded and the south side of the levee had started to
erode away as well. The eroded channel was flattened into a more gradual slope, and rocks were added
to the new slopes and the bottom of the channel. A small rock structure was added to slow the water
down before it entered the channel and also to back the water up into the wetlands on the east side of
the channel since the beaver damage had changed the way the water backed up into that area. All our
repairs seem to be holding up so far.

Afton wetland Spillway Repair.

We have started the planning process for the fall and winter. We are looking at the areas that we will be
spraying Reed Canary this fall and mowing access points to these areas we can get to these areas faster.
We have been planning our planting for the winter and collecting seed accordingly. This fall and winter
look to be very exciting as we start working on some of the new acquisitions and making progress on
some land restoration projects in other sites.

1st year planting at newly acquired Potawatomi Woods Addition looking very nice… this new native
prairie area was seeded in 44 acres of floodplain

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service released 15 American Kestrels ( Sparrow Hawks ) at Afton Forest
Preserve as part of Midway and O’Hare airport runway safety relocation program.

Our smallest falcon, the kestrel is also the most familiar and widespread in North
America. In open country it is commonly seen perched on roadside wires, or hovering
low over a field on rapidly beating wings, waiting to pounce on a grasshopper. Kestrels
nest in cavities in trees; in places where there are few large dead snags to provide nest
sites, they may rely on nesting boxes put up for them by conservationists.
Diet consists of mostly large insects; also some small mammals, birds, reptiles.
Grasshoppers are among the favored prey, but many other large insects are taken,
including beetles, dragonflies, moths, caterpillars, others. Also feeds on mammals
(including voles, mice, and sometimes bats), small birds (sometimes up to the size of
quail), lizards, frogs, earthworms, spiders, crayfish, other items.

